Aras PLM Test Drive Fact Sheet
Microsoft Azure Trial

Description
The Aras PLM Test Drive gives your organization free subscriber access to the Aras Innovator Framework as well as a set of preinstalled applications for 30 days. You will be provided with a URL to a Microsoft Azure instance which allows you to continue to use
Aras Innovator when you finish the free 3-day Aras PLM Essentials training course.

What's Included
When you access your activated Microsoft Azure instance, three types of Aras databases are pre-installed and are ready to use.

Training Database
You will use the Training Database(s) in the instructor-led 3-day Aras PLM Essentials course. This database contains preinstalled Parts and Documents so you can learn about the basic features of Aras Innovator including Part and Document Change
Management, Project Management and Scheduling as well as Secure Social Visual Collaboration which allows you to easily
exchange ideas with other users in a controlled environment.

Sample Database
This database is pre-installed with the Aras applications suite which include Microsoft Office Connector, Component Engineering,
Requirements Management and the CAD Converter tool. A set of demonstration Parts, CAD Documents, Documents, Change
items, Projects and Visual Collaboration content is also included so you can see how these applications work with sample data.

Solutions Database
This database is pre-installed with all of the applications described above that you will use as your working environment so you
can create your own data records to see how Aras PLM can quickly adapt to your environment. A single CAD Connector
integration is also for evaluation.

Subscriber Access
During the trial period you will also receive all of the benefits of a paid Aras subscriber which include:

Feature License Access
Subscriber only access to all of the features of the applications listed above.

Unlimited Live and Online Technical Support
By calling +1 (978) 691-8900 and selecting option 2 or emailing support@aras.com Monday – Friday, 8am to 6pm ET

Aras Subscriber Portal
Access to the Subscriber Knowledge Base, online training for Aras applications and Subscriber only content such as full length
presentations from Aras Community events.

Aras Subscriber Concierge
Your primary contact for any questions you may have about Aras to make sure that you are completely satisfied with all aspects
of your trial subscription. Your Concierge is Darian Morgan, and you can reach her at dmorgan@aras.com or (978) 691-8948.

Trial Period
Your 30 day trial period begins when you attend the free 3-day Aras PLM Essentials course. At the end of the trial period you have
the option to continue using what you have created in the databases provided by becoming a paid Aras subscriber. Your Aras
contact will follow your progress as you work through the trial period and is always available to answer any questions.

